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In niobium superconducting radio frequency (SRF) accelerating cavities a decrease of the quality
factor at lower fields - a so called low field Q slope or LFQS - has been a long-standing unexplained
effect. By extending the high Q measurement techniques to ultralow fields we discover two previously
unknown features of the effect: i) saturation at rf fields lower than Eacc ∼ 0.1 MV/m; ii) strong
degradation enhancement by growing thicker niobium pentoxide. Our findings suggest that the
LFQS may be caused by the two level systems in the natural niobium oxide on the inner cavity
surface, thereby identifying a new source of residual resistance and providing guidance for potential
non-accelerator low field applications of SRF cavities.

Modern and planned state-of-the-art particle accelerators employ hundreds or thousands of three-dimensional
superconducting radio frequency (SRF) niobium cavities [1, 2] for acceleration. Compared to normal conducting technology, SRF cavities have an extremely low wall
dissipation thereby permitting continuous wave (CW)
operation as well as preserving superior beam quality.
Physics and technology of SRF cavities has progressed
rapidly over the years [3], currently allowing unprecedented intrinsic quality factors Q > 2 × 1011 to be attained up to very high rf fields of Eacc > 20 MV/m [4].
The latter was achieved by novel surface preparation
techniques such as nitrogen doping [5], and special
cooldown procedures to eliminate the residual resistance
contribution from trapped DC magnetic flux [6]. These
recent findings have enabled even further drastic increase
(factor of >2-3) in the efficiency of CW particle accelerators (e.g. LCLS-II at SLAC) operated at medium rf
accelerating fields up to about 20 MV/m.
One of the remaining unexplained phenomena in gigahertz range SRF cavities is a strong decrease of Q
at low rf fields Eacc <
∼ 5 MV/m - the so called “low
field Q-slope” (LFQS). Reported experimental investigations [1, 7, 8] showed a continuous decrease of Q down
to ∼ 0.2 MV/m, the lowest field explored. Most recent
studies [9] indicate that the increase in average surface resistance (decrease in Q) in LFQS does not come from the
thermally excited quasiparticle contribution described by
Mattis and Bardeen [10], but is a part of the residual
surface resistance contribution. The residual resistance
currently sets the limit to the maximum possible SRF
cavity quality factors [11], and plays the dominant role
for sub-gigahertz range SRF-based accelerators. Understanding the physics of all the mechanisms behind it is
among the major remaining challenges for further SRF
progress.
In addition to the physics of residual resistance, understanding of the LFQS has recently acquired strong

practical cross-discipline interest as a range of potential non-accelerating applications of high Q SRF cavities
emerged in particle physics [12], quantum computing [13–
15], astrophysics [16], superconducting parametric conversion [17], and gravitational wave detection [18, 19], for
which operation in the limit of very low rf fields (down to
single photon) and/or temperatures (T <
∼ 25 mK) is of interest. The primary interest is due to the high potential
of SRF cavities with Q > 1011 , as compared to maximum reported quality factors of other 3D-resonators in
this regime of Q ∼ 108 [15]. The obvious need is then to
understand how far down will the Q of SRF cavities drop
at ultra low fields due to the LFQS, which requires direct experimental probing. Understanding of the physics
of the LFQS will then be of crucial importance for any
further surface optimization.
In this article we report the first Q measurements
in the extended accelerating rf field range down to ∼
10−5 MV/m of a large set of differently surface treated
bulk niobium 1.3 GHz SRF cavities of elliptical shape,
and reveal the saturation in the decrease of the Q factor
(low field Q slope) below Eacc ∼ 0.1 MV/m. Growing
a thicker oxide on the rf surface of the cavity leads to
a strongly enhanced low field dissipation, identifying oxide as a primary contributor to the effect. Combined,
these two findings suggest that the low field Q slope in
bulk niobium SRF cavities, which eluded solid explanation for more than two decades, may be similar in nature
to that found in planar resonators, i.e. caused by the
two-level systems (TLS) present in the native niobium
oxide Nb2 O5 covering the inner resonator surface.
The main challenge of measuring the ultra-high Q >
1010 factor bulk SRF resonators at very low rf fields
is the limited applicability of the standard continuous
wave (CW) techniques used for measuring at higher rf
fields. In particular, power measurements are typically
not bandpass filtered and are therefore limited by various sources of the rf noise present in the broad frequency
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range. We instead use single decay measurements [20]
of the transmitted power P (t) with the additional narrow 10-10000 Hz bandpass filtering around the resonance
to obtain Q(E), as described below. Initially, the phaselocked loop keeps the cavity at resonance while the transmitted power is measured and a portion of it is directed
through spectrum analyzer. Zero span measurements at
the resonance frequency with a resolution bandwidth of
10-10000 Hz are then performed by turning the RF field
source off and capturing the time decay of P (t). At each
moment in time t0 , the decay is described by the exponential:
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where τ is the instantaneous decay time constant, providing the direct measurement of the loaded quality factor
QL (t) = ωτ . Using the input (Q1 ) and pickup probe (Q2 )
external quality factors obtained from CW calibration
the unloaded quality factor Q can then be calculated:
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FIG. 1. Decay of a cavity transmitted power upon turning the
RF source off. At each moment in time t0 , time decay can
be characterized by the “instantaneous” time constant τ (t0 ),
from which the loaded quality factor QL is obtained.

(2)

Next, average surface resistance Rs = G/Q where
G = 270 is the geometry factor obtained from electromagnetic p
field simulations can be obtained as a function
of Eacc ∝ P (t). This methodology allows extending the
lower boundary of rf fields at which Q can be measured
down to below 10−5 MV/m=10 V/m, or about 1012 photons on average.
Typical P (t) data recorded using Rohde & Schwarz
FSL-3N spectrum analyzer is shown in Fig. 1 for the
same cavity before (red curve) and after (black curve)
the growth of ∼100 nm of additional surface oxide by
anodizing, illustrating how instantaneous τ can be extracted, and how the differences in the dependence of
τ (t) and therefore Q(E) can be clearly observed. In this
example, input and transmitted power couplings are similar for both curves, thus a faster decay with the much
stronger time (rf field) dependence after anodizing (black
curve) indicates additional strongly field dependent losses
in the low field range.
Using both CW and single shot methods to extend
the accessible field range we have measured Q(E) dependencies for various 1.3 GHz fine grain elliptical niobium cavities prepared by different surface treatments,
including electropolishing (EP), EP+120◦C baking for
48 hours, nitrogen doping [5], and nitrogen infusion [21].
Fast cooldowns with minimal ambient field to avoid flux
trapping [4] were used in all cases. Measurements were
performed around T = 1.5−1.6 K where the contribution
from thermally excited quasiparticles (typically referred
to as ‘BCS’) is small (<
∼ 1 nOhm for 1.3 GHz), and we
therefore refer to the measured value as ‘residual’. In
most cases, T = 2 K measurements were also performed.
The main finding of our work is shown in the inset of
Fig. 2 on the example of electropolished cavity: the low

FIG. 2. Q(E) in the full field range for electropolished 1-cell
cavity obtained by concatenating overlapping CW and single
shot decay measurements.

field Q slope continues down to Eacc ∼0.1 MV/m, below
which Q degradation gradually stops. It is striking that
this key finding was just slightly below the lowest fields
∼0.2 MV/m explored in previous studies of the low field
Q-slope [7]. All of the other cavities out of our large set
prepared with different surface treatments (see Table I)
exhibited very similar Q saturation behavior at low fields.
Interestingly, in 2D superconducting resonators, an increased low field dissipation has been known and studied
for some time. Martinis et al proposed two-level systems
(TLS) as the main cause of the increased low rf field losses
in planar superconducting resonators [22]. Characteristic
features of TLS have been well confirmed by subsequent
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TABLE I. List of investigated 1.3 GHz elliptical shape cavities.
Cavity

Treatment

AES012
AES012
AES012
AES014
AES015
AES015
RDTTD004 (large grain)
AES011
AES011
AES016
PAV008
PAV010
PAV010

Bulk EP
+ 100 nm oxide by anodizing
+ EP 5 µm
Bulk EP + 120◦ C 48 hrs
N infusion 800/120◦ C 48 hrs
N infusion 800/160◦ C 48 hrs
N doping + condensed 10−4 Torr of N2
800◦ C 2 hrs +120◦ C 48 hrs
N unfusion 800/160◦ C 96 hrs
800◦ C 2 hrs +120◦ C 48 hrs
800◦ C 3 hrs +120◦ C 48 hrs
N infusion 800/120◦ C 48 hrs
N infusion 800/200◦ C 48 hrs

experimental investigations [23], and even individual TLS
and interaction between them as a potential cause of
the 1/f noise has been studied in detail lately [24, 25].
Two established signatures of the TLS-caused dissipation, which are directly relevant to our work are: 1) saturation of losses below a certain threshold; 2) dependence
on the amount of the amorphous material exposed to the
electric fields. Microscopic nature of TLS is believed to
be due to individual atoms tunneling between two local
energy minima within the amorphous part of the resonator, e.g. dielectric oxide between the electrodes in
Josephson junctions, or native oxide layer on the surface
of superconductor. Some concrete microstructural candidates for TLS have also been described [26] and identified
experimentally [27, 28].
In the case of SRF cavities, amorphous niobium pentoxide layer of 3-5 nm is present on the inner cavity
surface after all of the modern surface preparation techniques [29]. To probe if oxide is the origin of the increased
low field dissipation, we selected one of the electropolished cavities with measured Q(E) and grew a much
thicker oxide of ∼100 nm by anodizing its inner surface
using DC voltage of 48 V in the ammonia solution. This
was followed by full Q(E) measurements. We then removed thick oxide by electropolishing, and allowed the
standard regrowth of the natural thin oxide layer. Residual (lower T ) surface resistance for each of the three cases
is shown in FIG. 3. Thick oxide-caused increase of about
2 nOhm with little rf field dependence in the range of
5-20 MV/m is clearly observed.
Strikingly, the low rf field measurements reveal a much
larger surface resistance increase. In Fig. 4 the residual
surface resistance difference from its value at 5 MV/m is
shown, and as much as 12 nOhm are added at Eacc <
∼
0.01 MV/m after anodizing. The comparison between
different treatments is also shown in Table I. Importantly,
the surface resistance increase is fully reversed at all fields
after the oxide is removed by EP. This experiment thus

Rs (nOhm)
Eacc = 5 MV/m Eacc < 0.001 MV/m
2.7
9.0
5.0
17.0
3.0
7.0
2.6
8.6
2.0
5.2
1.8
4.4
1.5
6.6
1.4
5.5
2.3
5.2
1.7
5.6
9.8
17.0
2.1
6.7
6.6
10.8

∆Rs (nOhm)
6.3
12.0
4.0
6.0
3.2
2.6
5.1
4.1
2.9
3.9
7.2
4.6
4.2

localizes the additional low field losses to niobium oxide,
which is the second key finding of our work.
We have also performed an additional experiment to
probe if condensed gases on the surface of resonator may
also affect the low field losses - the cooldown in the presence of 10−4 Torr of nitrogen inside the cavity - but found
no observable change.
Summary of all the measured average residual surface resistance at 5 MV/m and in saturation below 0.001
MV/m and a relative increase are shown in Table I. We
note that previously discussed models for LFQS [30, 31]
considered particular features within the magnetic penetration depth rather than the surface oxide. From Table I it follows that the structure of the penetration depth
of niobium can be substantially modified (various mean
free path and depth distributions of defects generated
by used treatments), yet low field behavior is not significantly altered unless the dielectric surface oxide thickness
is changed.
Saturation behavior and the role of oxide suggest that
TLS may be a likely origin of the LFQS. According to the
prevalent theory [32], TLS-induced losses emerge from
the dipole moments of ‘loose’ atoms coupling to the electric field at the surface of resonators, and can be detected
as an increased dielectric loss tangent
δTLS . The rf field
p
dependence of δTLS follows the 1 + (E/Ec )2 law [22],
where Ec is a characteristic electrical field for saturation. For TM010 mode the distribution of the electric
field over the cavity surface is not uniform, as obtained
by COMSOL and CST simulations shown in Fig. 5. Using the computed distribution, the weighted contribution of TLS can be calculated as in [33], and the best
fit for the saturation threshold turns out to be about
Ec ∼ 0.01 − 0.02 MV/m.
−1/2

We observe a similar power law ∆Rs ∝ Eacc as shown
in FIG. 4.
Assuming that in saturation Q ∼ 3×1010 is dominated
by TLS losses, we can obtain an estimate for F δTLS ≈
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FIG. 3. Surface resistance as a function of the rf field amplitude measured at T=1.5-1.6 K. Removing the thick oxide
by light electropolishing brings the residual resistance back
down.
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FIG. 5. (a) Volume electric field amplitude distribution for
TM010 mode normalized to the stored energy of 1 J; (b) surface electric field amplitude along the cavity profile.
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1/Q ≈ 3 × 10−11 , where F is the filling factor [15, 33–35],
defined as
R
~r )|2 d3~r
ǫvacuum |E(~
F = R Vvacuum
.
(3)
~r )|2 d3~r
ǫdielectric|E(~
Vdielectric

Using CST Microwave Studio and COMSOL simulations
for TM010 mode, we obtain for 5 nm Nb2 O5 layer with
ǫ ≈ 33 the value of F ≈ 3 × 10−9 , which gives δTLS ≈
10−2 , which is close to what was measured in [36].
It is interesting to note that the less pronounced LFQS
in cavities at lower frequencies (< 1 GHz) is also consistent with our TLS hypothesis, as for hν ≪ kT the frequency dependence of δTLS (ν) ∝ ν makes the additional

dissipation proportionally smaller.
In summary, we show the saturation of the low field Q
slope in bulk superconducting niobium cavities for particle accelerators at Eacc <
∼ 0.1 MV/m, strongly increased
low field dissipation for thicker surface oxide grown by
anodization, and limited effect of treatments modifying
the penetration depth but not the surface oxide. The
high quality factor Q > 1010 down to hni ∼ 1012 photons
provides promising outlook for using SRF cavities in the
low-field applications. Our findings suggest that a likely
cause of the LFQS may be - similarly to planar resonators
- two-level systems in the natural niobium oxide, which
may guide its mitigation.
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